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Ing was undertaken by Arthur Youngj Succeeding to his ^thur
father's estate at Bradiield, Suffolk, he twice failed as a larises the
practical farmer. Having been educated for a literary turli ideas,
career, he began a series of tours of the country in 1767 and
collected much information :[ in 1784 he published the first
of the Annals of Agriculture, and in 1793 he became Secre-
tary to the newly formed Board of Agriculture, of which
Sir John Sinclair was the President. His printed works
spread the new ideas; at the Board he collected information
and offered advice: he established fanners" clubs and
organised ploughing matches, agricultural shows and
societies. ) Broken by the death of his favourite daughter
in 1797," 'he became totally blind in 1811, and died in 1820.
He was tall and slim, active and industrious; he had an
eager face, keen eyes, and was genial, jocular and often
clownish. He was an enthusiastic adherent of progressive
farming, and as a result of his labours the new methods
were popularised.
tTfae accession of George III gave a fresh impetus to
progress. \  The King established a model farm at Windsor,
introduced a stock of Merino sheep and set the fashion fovr set by
•  ,	,-       .   ,         ,     -	•     i.	i       ,11         1-	George III.
aristocratic interest in agriculture and stock-breeding.
Nobles, such as the Duke of Bedford and Lord Egremont,
established up-to-date farms, andiihe collecting of herds
of cattle became the fashionable hobby of the wealthy.
New crops were introduced, improved ploughs were used,
the threshing machine was invented in 1784, and patents
were taken out for drills, reaping, mowing, hay-making and
winnowing machines.-3 The Bath and West of England
Society was founded in 1777, the Fanners' Club in 1793
and the Smithfield Club in 1798. In 1803 Humphry Davy
began to lecture to the Board of Agriculture on the connection
between chemistry and agriculture: he became Professor
of Chemistry to the Board and published | his Elements of
Agricultural Chemistry in 1813.4
His farm became popular amongst sightseers, and his hall is said to
have been decorated with " the skeletons of his most celebrated
animals; from the walls hung joints preserved in pickle" (Ernie,
op. aii«t p. 184).

